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1. Introduction
Established in 1985, the Victorian Association of Performing Arts Centres (VAPAC) is the peak body servicing performing arts centres across Victoria, playing a key role in
developing and maintaining a vibrant and sustainable performing arts sector.
This is how VAPAC makes a difference:
Advocacy & Consultation

Networking & Connection

Leadership & Best Practice

Training and Employment

Listening to our members

Delivering Showcase Victoria to connect
performers with venues & audiences

Providing resources to guide the
development of performing arts
facilities

Running training programs for arts
professionals

Speaking up on behalf of our
members and wider stakeholders
Promoting and marketing
performances and venues

Hosting industry forums and events
Operating online discussion platforms to
bring members together
Developing industry partnerships

Commissioning research and
benchmarking projects

Mentoring and education to open up
pathways for employment

Seeking and distributing expert advice

VAPAC represents 75 members throughout Victoria. We are an independent, not-for-profit organisation that supports Performing Arts Centres to be strong, creative and
sustainable – ensuring both artists and audiences have access to high quality, relevant arts and cultural facilities and experiences. Our work focuses on industry growth and
development through advocacy, networking, leadership and training. This includes the delivery of Australia’s leading state-based performing arts market, Showcase Victoria.
This critical industry event connects performers with venues and audiences through a program of outstanding live performance and plays a key role in facilitating touring.
On the back of an extraordinarily challenging year for the arts resulting from the Covid-19 Pandemic, the Victorian Association of Performing Arts Centres (VAPAC) has reviewed
its strategic plan and this update focusses on our priorities for 2022 and 2023, in knowledge of the uncertainty and healing ahead.
In 2020, Victoria was the hardest hit state in Australia. Performing Arts Centres across the state were closed for most of the year, creating a ripple effect of cancelled shows
and lost income for venues, artists and arts companies. The industry faced ongoing uncertainty and scrambled to respond innovatively and effectively in a time of significant
crisis.

“I don’t know what I would have done without VAPAC and the support, solidarity and information that you have provided
at this crazygonuts time. The resources, meetings and discussions have been invaluable. Thank you!”
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VAPAC responded quickly in 2020 to support the sector during the crisis, providing practical support when conditions and expectations changed on a daily basis. Engaging
Dr Ross Farnell as an expert consultant, VAPAC was able to provide ongoing advice to our members and, more broadly, to others in the sector, ensuring they were equipped
with the most current information and tools to respond nimbly to the challenges arising and stand ready to respond to opportunities as conditions allowed.
VAPAC’s vision for maintaining and developing a critical network of performing arts centres that contributes to the viability of creative industries in Victoria as well as to the
health, economic sustainability and social connectedness of all Victorians, is perhaps more relevant than ever.
Demands on VAPAC continue to increase and the organisation is eager to grow, continuing to provide advice and support for members and increase its capacity to
contribute to state-wide sector development through initiatives that strengthen skills and cultivate new partnerships and investment in performing arts creation, production
and presentation.

2. About Us

Our Vision
A network of professionally managed performing arts centres working together to service the sector.
VAPAC envisages a state where:
• There is a sustainable network of cultural facilities that contribute to the vitality and viability of the Creative Industries by providing places that connect artists
(community, emerging and professional) and their audiences;
o cultural facilities are well designed, well managed, risk responsive, appropriately resourced and sustainable;
o cultural facilities provide a hub around which broader audience development activity can centre and which serve the needs of their communities and stakeholders
in the sector:
o public and private sectors support the creation, production and presentation of performing arts.
•

All Victorians have access to performing arts experiences.
o Performing arts centres are integral to civic life, crucial to the social & economic well-being of communities, and indispensable to community cultural development;
o A network of well-managed, well-resourced and well-connected performing arts facilities is of critical importance to achieving this, as are strong and effective
relationships across the industry.

•

Participation in the arts is an essential part of everyday life
o artists (professional and community) create and perform work that leads in the development and exchange of ideas and culture;
o people of all cultures, abilities and backgrounds can interact and affirm themselves through the arts;
o all people have the opportunity to experience live performances;
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Our Values
Leadership – We aim to provide leadership in addressing the challenges facing the sector and developing innovative responses.
Collaboration– We actively build networks and seek partnerships with others that bring diversity, influence and skills to our work and the work of our members, in order to
service the sector effectively.
Community – We focus on developing the points of intersection between the work of artists, performers and creative workers, and audiences. Success at this meeting point
benefits both the creative industries and community development.

Our Mission
To play a vital role in enabling all Victorians to experience the performing arts

Our Purpose
To lead, advocate for and promote the social, economic and cultural value of performing arts centres within the broader ecology of the creative industries sector.
To provide resources, programs and support for performing arts centres to:
o Grow audiences and connect artists and arts companies with audiences.
o Connect with their peers, develop skills, share resources and collaborate effectively.
o Build strong relationships with their communities and develop partnerships with diverse stakeholders.
o Operate best practice community and cultural venues for the benefit of all Victorians.
o Develop and present arts experiences that are relevant, engaging and accessible.

Our Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.

Leadership and Advocacy
Sector Development: Training and Best Practice
Sector Development: Programming and Audience Development
Sustainable Governance and Management
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3. Context
•

VAPAC is a service organisation and its primary constituency is the group of member organisations (mainly Local Government bodies) who own performing arts centres.
VAPAC’s services include developing and maintaining a cohort of skilled Venue Managers, Technical, Box Office and Marketing staff) who attend scheduled conferences
and workshops and who engage in our network discussions and professional development.

•

VAPAC’s business services the needs of venues and their staff with the broader objective of servicing the needs and development of the sector.

•

In 2021, with 75 members located across the state, VAPAC is in a position to assist government with the development and delivery of its arts policy objectives, to
provide performing arts experiences equitably to all Victorians, resulting in a vibrant, sustainable and healthy sector of the creative industries.

•

In the past two years, VAPAC has made a significant contribution to the sector especially in response to the impacts of the COVID pandemic. VAPAC provided a
reliable source of practical advice and regular and consistent communications through our consultant, Dr Ross Farnell, who was engaged specifically to provide
member and sector support during the crisis.

•

Despite closures, Performing Arts Centres have been under continued pressure to support artists and arts organisations, manage programs in a state of flux, create
online content and forward plan for future program delivery.

•

We anticipate Performing Arts Centres will play a key role in local-level recovery throughout Victoria with evidence already of strong audience numbers and high
demand coming after lock-downs.

•

VAPAC will play an important part in connecting and assisting venues and artists to develop their practice through the post-pandemic recovery and the delivery of
the annual Showcase Victoria market-place event will be more important than ever and is now included as a core deliverable for the organisation.

Challenges and Opportunities
•

Continued financial and operational pressures including:
o Rate capping
o Reduced budgets and funding uncertainty
o Staffing challenges with small teams impacted by Covid-19 isolation requirements

•

Opportunities and Growth with increasing and new audiences, increased membership numbers, First Nations programming opportunities and increased awareness of
the value arts in recovery and the health and wellbeing of communities and the economy.

•

Online engagement – opportunities and resourcing challenges.
4
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• Vulnerable workforce within the sector with many working in casual and contract positions.
• Programming challenges with work created pre-pandemic not in demand in current climate.
• Production companies suffering due to uncertainty and increased risk – relying on PACs more for support and risk management.
• Funding geared towards producers with little consideration of current eco-system.

“Coming to the events that VAPAC runs is really important because it gives us a connection to venues and other artists to talk about our
work, to talk about our ideas, and ambitions we have for the future.
It’s really vital for us to be here and have these conversations. To be able to talk to our peers and know that we’re not alone is really
important - and I take all this back to my team and to the artists that we work with and it really reinvigorates what we do.”
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“We attend events like Showcase to look at some amazing talent and shows that we wouldn’t normally be able to get to Melbourne to
see.
It’s kind of inspiring to us, and it engages our audiences because they get to see something that they wouldn’t normally get to see in a
small country town.
The VAPAC Network is the thing that gives us the confidence, gives us the skills, gives us the content be able to then programme for our
community. “
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4. Our Goals: Overview

Goal One

Goal Two

LEADERSHIP AND ADVOCACY

SECTOR DEVELOPMENT: TRAINING AND BEST PRACTICE

VAPAC to play an effective, valued and influential role in sustaining a
vibrant Victorian Performing Arts industry.

To ensure Victorian Performing Arts Centres operate in a best practice
venue management model that supports the health and wellbeing of
staff and other stakeholders.

Goal Themes:
•
Inclusion and accessibility
•
Communications
•
Advocacy
•
Research + innovation

Goal Themes:
•
Health and wellbeing
•
Training
•
Resources
•
Networking

Goal Three

Goal Four

SECTOR DEVELOPMENT- PROGRAMMING AND AUDIENCE
DEVELOPMENT

SUSTAINABLE GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

To support the development and presentation of diverse and relevant arts
programming, and community development in Performing Arts Centres
throughout Victoria

For VAPAC to be a sustainable organisation that is in a position to
grow.

Goals Themes:
•
Diversity and inclusion
•
Audience development
•
Relevant Programming
•
Community Engagement
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Goal Themes:
•
Membership
•
Governance
•
Financial Sustainable
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5. Our Objectives and Strategic Actions
Goal One: LEADERSHIP AND ADVOCACY: VAPAC to play an effective, valued and influential role in sustaining a vibrant Victorian Performing
Arts industry
Objectives

Strategic Actions

2021 Review

Year
2022

1.1. Increase and
maintain the
visibility,
inclusiveness and
accessibility of
the services
provided by
VAPAC and its
members across
the sector and
within
communities.

1

1.1.1. Review current brand and
organisation’s mission and develop it
to guide our strategic plan for
engagement with the sector and all
relevant stakeholders.

2023

Brand and mission statement
review completed with an updated
logo implemented. See 1.1.1a for
further development

Frame all VAPAC activities to
work towards achieving the
key mission statement and
core objectives.

Test and review 2022
program of activities and
services to check alignment
with mission statements.
Continue implementation in
2023.

New Action – to be developed in
Years 2 – 3 of strategy
implementation.

Development of new
communication strategy:
implementation

Resources Updated

1.1.2. Develop and distribute branded
collateral (case studies) advocating
the benefits and opportunities for
improved accessibility and
inclusiveness in facility management,
policies and programming. It will
include both metrics and narrative
about the achievements and
opportunities for VAPAC and for
stakeholders.

Progress made but work
continuing. Medium priority, to be
implemented Years 3 – 4.

Develop and distribute
branded collateral that is
relevant to current and
potential stakeholders

1.1.3. To increase diversity of participation
and community engagement, scope
and pilot state-wide PAC open day /
come and try day in partnership with
other arts peak bodies.

Medium priority, to be
implemented Years 3 – 4.

Scope and plan state-wide
PAC open day / come and try
day for 2023

Hold state-wide PAC open
day / come and try day in
2023

1.1.4. Review and redesign VAPAC website
in line with new brand and identified
target audiences, to provide a

Review and redesign of website
completed.

Market and promote new
website to target audience

Maintain highly relevant and
current website content

1.1.1.(a) Development of
communication strategy for VAPAC
and identification of resources
required.
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valuable resource for advocacy and
development.
1.2. Demonstrate
value of
partnership with
VAPAC and its
members to nonarts industries
including health,
tourism and
education and
form practical
partnerships with
organisations
operating in
these sectors.

1.2.1. Scope a pilot project activity to
partner with one of these three areas
and deliver project in a research and
development context.

Priority areas are mental health
and tourism – Medium priority to
be implemented Years 3 – 4.

Scope a pilot project across
ONE of these three areas and
seek project funding from
appropriate agency

1.2.2. Develop prospectus for members to
use when fostering partnerships with
non-arts stakeholders – including
findings from pilot projects and other
available research.

Links directly with 1.1.2 with
Advocacy tool-kit /PD to be
developed – High priority to be
implemented Years 2 – 3.

Develop prospectus for
members to use when
fostering partnerships with
non-arts stakeholders

1.2.3. Instigate and host cross-sector peak
body gathering to share information
and identify opportunities for
collaboration.

High Priority with a focus on
cultural tourism as a response to
COVID recovery.

Instigate and host crosssector peak body gathering to
share information and identify
opportunities for
collaboration.

Collaboratively, develop
outcomes from the
gathering.

Stronger links with Creative
Victoria developing with further
resources in restructured
organisation to continue stronger
collaboration and communications.

Stronger links with Creative
Victoria developed by
Executive Director (VAPAC)

Add further resources in
restructured organisation to
continue stronger
collaboration and
communications.

Progress made through liaising
with MAV which will be further
capitalized on.

Lead and participate in
relevant on-line networks and
initiatives.

Continue shared initiatives

High Priority in the context of
increased awareness of VAPAC’s
role and benefit during the
Pandemic.

Liaise with MAV/LGPRO to
scope opportunities

Present / participate in key
local government leadership
events developed by LGPro
/ MAV.

New Action - Building on increased
awareness of VAPAC’s role during
the Pandemic – increasing
advocacy opportunities.

Include Council Exec and EMS
in all high level advocacy
communications with
member venues

Aim to meet with Exec
members in conjunction
with F2F meetings with
Venue Managers

1.3. Increase
1.3.1. Establish closer relationships with
engagement of
state and federal government
VAPAC and share
representatives including regular biexperience and
annual meetings to maintain shared
knowledge with
focus on Creative State 2
member
1.3.2. Establish relationship with Municipal
Councils, other
Association of Victoria and participate
tiers of
in relevant initiatives.
Government, and
other current and 1.3.3. Present / participate in key local
future
government leadership events
stakeholders
1.3.4. Develop stronger relationships with
member Council Executives + EMS
developed by LGPro / MAV.
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Deliver the project and use
the results to inform
development of a future
project.
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1.4. Improve the
capacity for
Members to
advocate on a
local and state
level.

1.3.5. Develop and deliver targeted
awareness campaign about the value
and potential of PACS

Medium priority to be
implemented in Years 3 – 4 with
additional funding and
partnerships sought to support
development.

Develop and deliver targeted
awareness campaign about
the value of PACS

1.4.1. Identify advocacy needs amongst
members and provide resources and
training to improve their capacity to
advocate effectively on a local and
state level.

High priority to better advocate as
an organisation and to equip
members to also advocate
effectively. See 1.2.2.

Identify advocacy needs
amongst members and
provide resources and
training to improve their
capacity to advocate
effectively on a local and state
level.

Goal Two: SECTOR DEVELOPMENT: TRAINING AND BEST PRACTICE: To ensure Victorian Performing Arts Centres operate in a best practice venue
management model that supports the health and wellbeing of staff and other stakeholders.
Objectives

Strategic Actions

2021 Review

Year
2022

2.1. Increase the level 2.1.1. Provide regular training and
of skills and
professional development
knowledge of
opportunities for member
staff and
organisations.
volunteers within
Member
organisations and
provide support
to assist the
2.1.2. Improve current online platforms and
health and
encourage further engagement
wellbeing of
through a range of curated online
workers in the
networking activities, aimed to reduce
sector.
health and well-being impacts of
isolation and loss of casual workforce..
2.1.3. Establish a peer-to-peer mentoring /
support program across various areas.
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2023

Progress made and ongoing.
Engagement and networks
strengthened in 2020 to continue
with a focus on mentoring. Online
opportunities to continue.

Increase the level of skills and
knowledge of staff within
Member organisations
through regular on-line
sessions
Provide regular training and
professional development
opportunities for sector.

Engagement and networks
strengthened in 2020/2021 to
continue with a focus on
mentoring. Online
opportunities to continue.

In context of increased online
engagement in 2020 further
development in this area to
continue. Work closely with ACM
‘Arts Wellbeing Collective’
program.

Improve current online
platforms and encourage
further engagement through
a range of curated online
networking activities and
webinars.

Website further improved to
carry training content on-call.

Mentoring developed informally
through VAPAC’s specialist
networks with further

Mentoring developed
informally through VAPAC’s
specialist networks with

Mentoring to be formalised
via placement and exchange
program.
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development for formal mentoring
to be scoped.

further development for
formal mentoring to be
scoped.

High priority in the context of jobs
development and changing
employment opportunities.

ACM works with regional
centres to deliver technical
training modules.

Training modules in
Management and Marketing
scoped.

New Action – High priority in the
context of jobs crisis created
within sector as a result of
Pandemic. Bring together key
stakeholders for development
session to identify challenges,
needs and opportunities and how
VAPAC can support.

Identify challenges and
opportunities to create jobs
within the sector. Work to
develop regional networks to
share staff resources as a way
of increasing job security.

Bring together key
stakeholders for development
session to review
achievements, identify
challenges, needs and
opportunities and how VAPAC
can further develop and
support.

2.2.1. Provide support and guidance to
members upgrading existing facilities
– including planning, design, funding,
management models etc.

Ongoing – publications developed
by VAPAC continue to be made
available to sector with advice on
offer as required.

Provide support and guidance
to members upgrading
existing facilities – including
planning, design, funding,
management models etc.

Ongoing – publications
developed by VAPAC continue
to be made available to sector
with advice on offer as
required.

2.2.2. Provide best practice guide for PAC
development / re-development. (“O
You Beautifull Stage”)

Low priority with view to upgrading
existing resources in Year 5 as
required.

2.1.4. Discuss opportunities for the
development of formal training
relevant to the industry with
Registered Training organisations
(RTO)
2.1.4 (a) Undertake review with
members in relation to staffing and
employment with a view to identifying
challenges and opportunities to create
jobs within the sector, especially
addressing the casual workforce.

2.2. Advise the
development of
new and redevelopment of
existing facilities
to ensure
alignment with
universal design
guidelines and
contemporary
standards for
design, energy
efficiency and
accessibility.

2.2.2 (a) Identify asset renewal and
replacement priorities for members
and provide expert advice and
support.
2.2.3. Develop and maintain policy bank for
use by members to share and develop
policy and planning resources, with
focus on health and wellbeing and
respectful workplaces.
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Upgrade existing resources in
Year 5 as required.

New Action – high priority to
identify needs in relation to asset
renewal and replacement with
view to adding to our Facilities
Guide Resources.

Identify needs in relation to
asset renewal and
replacement with view to
adding to our Facilities Guide
Resources.

Completed internally and informal
sharing facilitated through VAPAC
networks. Continue to monitor
need and scope more formal
resource in Years 3 – 4.

Develop and maintain policy
bank for use by members to
share and develop policy and
planning resources.

Continue to monitor need and
scope more formal resource.
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2.3. Increase the
capacity for
benchmarking
within the sector
across a range of
operational
areas.

2.3.1. Undertake research project to identify
a range of key data points and
collection methodologies across all
member organisations.

High priority with a view to scoping
detailed project plan in in 2021
identifying resource needs and
desired outcomes. Need to
harmonise data collected with
Creative Victoria needs.

Scope detailed project plan
identifying resource needs
and desired outcomes

Undertake research project to
identify a range of key data
points and collection
methodologies across all
member organisations.

2.3.2. Develop data collection, analysis,
evaluation and benchmarking tools for
member organisations.

Refer 2.3.1 above – project design
to be implemented in 2021.

Project design to be
implemented
Collect and analyse data. Key
data harmonised with CV
needs and accessible at any
time.

Develop first iteration of
benchmarking results.

2.4. Increase the
2.4.1. Research the role of PACs during and
capacity for PACs
after crisis events develop operational
to respond
guidelines.
effectively during
disaster recovery.

Compile impact assessment on the
back of Covid and recent Bushfire /
drought events and identify
priorities and needs and respond
accordingly.

Compile impact assessment
and identify priorities and
needs.

Increase the capacity for PACs
to respond during disaster
recovery.

2.4.2. Present creative recovery event /
training in conjunction with members
to better equip the sector to respond
in times of crisis and better support
the recovery of communities.
(Working with Creative Recovery).

Medium priority on the back of
impact assessment – refer 2.4.1.
Aim to liaise with Creative
Recovery in context of impact
assessment and prioritising for the
Victorian sector.

Medium priority on the back
of impact assessment – refer
2.4.1. Aim to liaise with
Creative Recovery in context
of impact assessment and
prioritising for the Victorian
sector.

Present creative recovery
event / training

High priority to capture the
learnings of 2020 and 2021
response – from immediate to long
term approaches and role of the
organisation.

Capture the learnings of 2020
and 2021 response and
develop a specific report...

Publicise findings

2.4.2 (a) Review role of PACs during
COVID as critical crisis centres and
identify opportunities to embed
success.
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Goal Three: SECTOR DEVELOPMENT: PROGRAMMING AND AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT: To support the development and presentation of diverse
and relevant arts programming, and community development in PACs.
Objectives

Strategic Actions

2021 Review

Year
2022

3.1. Increase number
and diversity of
touring
opportunities
both within
Victoria and
interstate, with
specific attention
to developing
opportunities for
First People’s
work to be
toured.

3.1.1. Produce and deliver annual Victorian
Showcase Event increasing the
number and diversity of touring
outcomes annually from the event.
Ensure the event is inclusive and
accessible for both presenters and
producers. Develop pathways for
inclusion of First People’s work.

Ongoing delivery and development
of event a priority. View to
including it as operational priority
rather than special project and
restructuring organisation and
securing ongoing funding to
support.

Produce and deliver scaled
back (COVID 2021 Impacted)
annual Victorian Showcase
Conference style event aimed
at helping the sector to
collaboratively re-adjust post
COVID in readiness for ‘new
normal’. .

Produce and deliver full scale (2
day) annual Victorian Showcase
Event increasing the number of
touring outcomes annually from
event, responding to new
models and approaches
developed in 2022.

3.1.2. Develop stronger and more
productive relationships with
interstate touring organisations.

Aligned with national touring
review, it continues to be a priority
to increase national collaborations.

Work with national touring
partners to re-adjust the
sector to respond to the
impacts of two years of COVID
disruption

Aligned with national touring
review increase national
collaborations

New action – high priority. Liaising
with members and Music Victoria
on strategies and opportunities in
contemporary live music industry.

New action – high priority.
Liaising with members and
Music Victoria to develop
strategies and opportunities
in contemporary live music
presentation.

Provide support and develop
opportunities for members to
support re-activation of livemusic industry on a local and
state level.

3.2.1. Pilot touring program addressing
some of the recommendations of
Creative Victoria’s Touring review and
the identified gaps in the performing
arts ecology and building on current
networks developed through
Showcase Victoria.

Medium priority – dependent on
findings which have not yet been
fully articulated / available. Will
continue to build on networks.

Continue to build on
networks.

Continue to build on networks.

3.2.2. Develop online touring platform that
supports improved networking of
presenters and producers, touring
agencies, artists and venues.

High priority to develop year-round
resource that builds on networks
and objectives of Showcase.
Project design to be undertaken in

Develop Showcase Vic
website to further become an
online touring platform that
supports improved
networking of presenters and

Develop year-round resource
that builds on networks and
objectives of Showcase. Project
design to be undertaken in

3.1.2.(a) Provide support and develop
opportunities for members to support
re-activation of live-music industry on
a local and state level.

3.2. Improve the
connectivity of
the touring
sector in Victoria
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2021/2022 in the context of job
development within the sector.
3.3. Increase
3.3.1. Investigate and identify audience
audience and
diversification models (Deakin
program diversity
University) and support members to
throughout
implement within their own
member venues.
organisations

3.4. Increase the
capacity for PACs
to deliver locally
produced
programs.
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producers, touring agencies,
artists and venues.

To be actioned in Years 4 – 5 of
strategy and as opportunity
emerges.

2021/2022 in the context of job
development within the sector.
Investigate and identify
audience diversification models
and support members to
implement

3.3.2. Identify and distribute case studies
that reflect success in relation to
audience diversification, inclusion and
accessibility programming..

As per 3.3.1 low priority to be
actioned in Years 4 – 5 of strategy.

Include case studies that
reflect success in relation to
audience diversification in
Prof Dev program.

3.3.3. Liaise with Multicultural Arts Victoria
to identify key strategies to ensure
venues can be more accessible to
CALD communities.

Medium priority with further
development to be undertaken in
Years 3 and 4.

Liaise with Multicultural Arts
Victoria to identify key
strategies to ensure venues
can be more accessible to
CALD communities.

3.4.1. Pilot “local shows” project in 2 – 3
venues that brings together
professional and amateur artists,
community organisations and venues
to develop and present content
(workshops, forums performances,
events) that tell local stories.
Evaluate, share findings and advocate
for further programming.

Medium – high priority to be
assessed in the context of member
needs post-covid. Continue to
advocate for “local stories / local
artists” initiatives.

Continue to advocate for
“local stories / local artists”
initiatives

Share case studies

Pilot PACs to deliver locally
produced programs.
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Goal Four: SUSTAINABLE GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT: VAPAC to be a sustainable organisation that is in a position to grow.
Objectives

Strategic Actions

4.1. Build the financial 4.1.1. Develop sponsorship prospectus and
diversity of the
attract sponsors for key events
organisation to
including Showcase Victoria and other
include new
events outlined in this plan.
income sources
annually.
4.1.2. Develop productive relationships with
funding bodies and secure ongoing
operational funding.
4.1.3. Investigate alternative funding
streams to support programs with
outcomes across non-arts areas
including health, education and
tourism.
4.1.4. Maintain strong membership based
that supports the financial
sustainability of the organisation.
4.1.4.(a) Continue to cultivate schoolbased venues memberships.
4.1.5. Increase capacity to apply for project
funding to support pilot, modelling
and scoping initiatives outlined in this
plan.
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2021 Review
Sponsorships already developed
with continuing work planned to
grow over coming years.

High priority – continuing
relationship development.
Business Plan to align with CV
funding organisations funding
program.
Ongoing work to build on new
relationships with other peak
bodies and service orgs to develop
cross sector projects
Membership income increased and
continued with ongoing
consultation with members to
ensure success.
New action – ongoing work
building on recently developed
memberships.
High Priority to include First
People’s voice in VAPAC leadership
/Executive/Board.

2022
Develop sponsorship
prospectus and attract
sponsors for key events
including Showcase Victoria
and other events outlined in
this plan.
High priority – continuing
relationship development.
Business Plan to align with CV
funding organisations funding
program.
Scope new cross sector
partnerships and potential
projects
Continue ongoing
consultation with members to
ensure satisfaction and thus
financial success.
Promotion of member
benefits campaign building on
recently developed
memberships.
Actively seek First People’s
representation on VAPAC
Executive Board to support
leadership to help members
in First Nations engagement
and project development.

Year
2023
Sponsorships developed with
continuing work to grow over
coming years.

Develop productive
relationships with funding
bodies and secure ongoing
operational funding
Investigate alternative funding
streams to support programs
with outcomes across non-arts
areas including health,
education and tourism.
Maintain strong membership
based that supports the
financial sustainability of the
organisation.
Continue to cultivate schoolbased venues memberships.
Increase resources to give
greater capacity to apply for
project funding to support
initiatives outlined in this plan.
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4.2. Grow staffing
resources to
support new and
developing
activities

4.2.1. Review organisation staffing structure
and identify ideal roles that will
support the strategic and operational
aspirations of the organisation.

4.2.2. Appoint professional staff /
contractors with appropriate expertise
including advocacy, leadership,
project management and marketing.

4.3. Ensure
professional
management of
the organisation
from a
governance and
operational
perspective.
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In conjunction with leadership
roles that focus on strategic
projects and advocacy, integrate
delivery of Showcase within the
operations of VAPAC – leading to
further growth and development of
the initiative and touring in
general.
Ross Farnell appointed in 2020 with
considerable success. Seeking First
People’s voice to join VAPAC Board
– see 4.1.5.

4.2.3. Continue to provide Professional
development opportunities for staff
and volunteers to ensure they are
suitably equipped to delivery
operational tasks as required.

Online sessions to continue, further
fostering expertise-based networks
and providing PD in line with
member needs.

4.2.4. Develop an annual internship program
with a graduate that supports
research, data collection and analysis,
marketing, event management and/or
case study development.

Low priority to be scoped in Years 4
and 5 of strategic plan.

4.2.5. Maintain status as an employer of
choice providing flexible working
conditions, professional development
opportunities and attractive
remuneration packages.
4.3.1. Undertake annual Board Review /
Evaluation to ensure appropriate skill
levels and required governance
standards are being met.

Ongoing with a view to continue
supporting development of staff
and restructuring the organisation
to ensure opportunities.

4.3.2. Develop and implement a succession
plan that includes both Board,
Executive Committee and Staff.

High priority with organisation to
develop in next 12 – 18 months in
line with organisation restructure.

High priority on annual basis.

Develop and present funding
case for increased staff
resources.

Scoping further potential First
Peoples’ voice – see 4.1.5. and
development of Indigenous
Engagement and Cultural
Safety Plan.
Online sessions to continue,
further fostering expertisebased networks and providing
PD in line with member
needs.

Provide flexible working
conditions, professional
development opportunities
and attractive remuneration
packages.
Undertake annual Board
Review / Evaluation

High priority with
organisation to develop in
next 12 – 18 months in line
with organisation restructure.

In conjunction with leadership
roles that focus on strategic
projects and advocacy,
integrate delivery of Showcase
within the operations of VAPAC
– leading to further growth and
development of the initiative
and touring in general
Appoint professional staff /
contractors with appropriate
expertise including advocacy,
leadership, project
management and marketing.
Continue to provide
Professional development
opportunities for staff and
volunteers to ensure they are
suitably equipped to delivery
operational tasks as required.
Develop an annual internship
program with a graduate that
supports research, data
collection and analysis,
marketing, event management
and/or case study development
Continue supporting
development of staff and
restructuring the organisation
to ensure opportunities.
Ongoing.
High priority on annual basis

Implement a succession plan
that includes both Board,
Executive Committee and Staff.
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4.3.3. Undertake biennial membership
evaluation and respond to feedback
appropriately.
4.3.4. Document and review operational
procedures, and policies in a Standard
Operational Procedures Manual.
4.3.5. Undertake annual risk assessment for
the organisation.
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In progress and high priority
annually – particularly in the
context of rapid changed caused by
Covid-19 pandemic.
In progress and continuing in line
with succession planning – see
4.3.2

Undertake membership
evaluation and respond to
feedback appropriately

In progress annually – high priority,
with focus on learnings over the
last 12 – 18 months in the context
of the Covid-19 pandemic and
bushfire events.

High priority annual action.

In progress and continuing in
line with succession planning
– see 4.3.2

Document and review
operational procedures, and
policies in a Standard
Operational Procedures Manual
Ongoing.
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6. Program
VAPAC’s annual program (member activities) will be as follows:
•
•

Continuation of fortnightly online discussion groups and professional development sessions as instigated at the beginning of the Pandemic
2 x two day in-person conferences focused on networking, case-study sharing, expert presentations and workshops (One meeting will also incorporate the
VAPAC AGM.)
Hybrid 2-day delivery of performing arts market Showcase Victoria + additional workshops and programs built around the event and touring cycle
3 x one and a half day Technical Managers Network meetings (including Tech Expo event) and monthly online discussion groups
2 x one day Box Office and Marketing Managers meetings and monthly online discussion groups
Group mentoring initiative
Executive Director and members attend Australian Performing Arts Market and other relevant professional development and industry opportunities

•
•
•
•
•

In addition, VAPAC manages a digital networking forum with over 300 individual users enabling information sharing and network support. This is supported by a
resource rich open access website.

Showcase Victoria 2021. Image credit Alex Sibbiosn
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7. Communications strategy
VAPAC recognises the following existing and potential stakeholders for its services:

CURRENT

PRIMARY
• Local Government Organisations
(Venue Owners)

SECONDARY
• Professionals working in Arts
Centres
• Producers and artists
• PAC Designers
• Fellow key arts and venues
organisations
• Government bodies and agencies.

TERTIARY
• Performing Arts audiences
• Creators of performing arts including
community and non-professional
• Performers and technical staff.

POTENTIAL

•

•

•

•

Potential new venue owners and
builders
Non local Government venues and
venue owners

•
•

Professionals working in related
fields
Key organisations and agencies not
directly related to the arts
Philanthropic organisations

Non arts engaged community
members

VAPAC will promote itself through its publications (Annual Performance Update, Oh You Beautiful Stage, VAPAC & Showcase Victoria websites, social media,
regular e-news updates) and through presentation in a variety of networks and personal representation by Executive Director.
VAPAC will continue to engage with similar and related organisations both within Victoria (RAV, MAV, TNA, CDN) and nationally (RAA, APACA, LPA as well as other
state based venue organisations INAPAC, NARPACA, Circuit West & SAPA).
VAPAC will continue to provide Associate Membership and network support for Tasmanian venues.

12
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8. Financial Plan
Since its inception in 1985, VAPAC has grown significantly in size (both member number and reach) and expectations of its services and capacity have increased.
We now have a membership of 75 Full and Associate members. Membership fees are now committed to be reviewed to incorporate an automatic CPI increase
p/a.; there are no plans to change this policy for the period of this Strategic Plan.
Growth for the organisation is planned to come from increased activity/service levels, which in turn will bring greater revenue from increased memberships and
from diversification of funding sources including sponsorship and philanthropic grants. Dependency on funding form Creative Victoria (as a percentage of our
annual turn-over) will decrease over this period especially when compared to a significant growth in service activity.
VAPAC Growth Projections: Pre-COVID - 2023
2019
2020
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2021

2022

2023

Total Annual revenue/Turn over

$ 329,777.00

$ 249,557.00

$ 289,045.00

$ 388,825.00

$ 479,186.00

CV Funding (inc OIP, SCV and SIF)
CV funding as percentage of T/O

$ 108,000.00
33%

$ 132,874.00
53%

$ 146,688.00
51%

$ 195,000.00
50%

$ 195,000.00
41%

All NON CV revenue (inc M/Ship)
All NON CV revenue (inc M/Ship) as % of T/O

$ 221,777.00
67%

$ 116,683.00
47%

$ 142,357.00
49%

$ 194,700.00
50%

$ 284,444.00
59%

Membership levies
Membership levies as % of T/O

$ 80,869.00
25%

$ 84,418.00
34%

$ 84,057.00
29%

$ 94,325.00
24%

$ 99,079.00
21%

Org Growth Year on Year ($ turn-over)
Org growth from pre COVID base line (2019)

0
0

-24%
-24%

16%
-12%

35%
18%

23%
45%
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In summary,
• VAPAC’s income is derived predominantly from membership fees (paid by Local Government venue owners/members) plus organisational, recurrent
funding from the Victorian State Government;
• VAPAC earns a small income per annum from entrepreneurial activity such as sale of our venue design benchmarking publication. “Oh You Beautiful
Stage”
• The events, workshops and meetings delivered to our network and in partnership with our stakeholders are run on a cost recovery basis.
• VAPAC provides funds to support the cost where its members act in representative capacities on other sector bodies.
• VAPAC has achieved Charitable Deductable recipient status and it is planned that with additional staff resources (inclusion in the role of the Executive
Director), this opportunity can be utilised more effectively to diversify revenue sources.
• VAPAC already has sponsorship for some meetings and events, we will seek to extend this to additional relationships.
Key financial assumptions underpinning this plan:
• New membership options have opened up, with the increase in schools’ membership numbers. It is planned to explore this as an additional resource
without jeopardising the capacity of the organisation to service the existing stakeholders.
• Administrative and staffing costs will increase by CPI only.
The following strategies and procedures are in place to ensure VAPAC is financially sustainable:
• Cash reserve (one year operating costs) held in at-call investment in interest-bearing accounts;
• Effective annual planning and budgeting, internal reporting, forecasting and cash-flow projections, with monthly updates provided by the Executive
Director to the VAPAC Treasurer and VAPAC Executive Committee;
• Quarterly Executive Committee meetings overseeing financial activity;
• Annual audit and reporting to members and broader audience.
A detailed financial statement for 2020- mid year 2021 and budget papers for 2022-2024 are attached.

9. Management
Staffing for our organisation has been reviewed to fulfil the commitments we are making to growing our capacity to service the identified needs of our members
and the sector. This structure also supports achieving the growth in revenue required to achieve this.
The restructure reflects the addition of Showcase Victoria as a core activity delivered by VAPAC, which has occurred for the past 5 years, in 2022 Showcase Victoria
will be delivered at a reduced scale because of the continued impact of COVID in programming, but from 2023 it is envisaged that the event will encapsulate a
14
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significant increase of activity, both during the days of delivery, but also during the pre and post period of the event, incorporating the need for professional
development to assist in building the expertise to work successfully in the touring industry.
This restructure also reflects the additional need to increase the capacity of the organisation to service its members and the sector through the extension of the
role of Executive Director to Full time and some extra resources allocated to Communications, which now also includes some IT and administrative support.

15
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VAPAC is an incorporated organisation accountable to Victorian Corporate Affairs.
The members of the VAPAC Executive Committee are nominated and elected by members at the Annual General Meeting held before the end of May each
year.
Executive Committee members serve two-year terms and no member may serve more than two successive terms in an office.
Appointments to fill any arising casual vacancies are made from time to time as required, against areas of need identified by the Executive Committee.
VAPAC currently employs an Executive Director (0.6EFT) General Manager (.8EFT) and Communications Manager (.2 EFT) and contracts a Bookkeeper to
manage invoices and accounts. The Bookkeeper is directed by and reports to the Executive Director and Treasurer.
The Executive Director reports directly to the Chair and the Executive Committee.
Outside the schedule of Manager’s meetings and VAPAC events, the Executive Committee meets three times per year face to face and two times by
teleconference.

10. Succession Plan
VAPAC plans long-term for change and renewal.
Turn-over at Executive Committee level ensures preparedness of members to take on key roles as Chair, Deputy Chair and Treasurer. As a direct result of our
Strategic Review we have revised the terms of office on the Executive Committee to allow for regular renewal whilst managing the critical corporate knowledge of
our organisation and sector– a term is deemed as two years, and the individual roles of Executive Chair, Deputy Chair, Treasurer and Secretary can only be held for
two consecutive terms; whilst an Executive Committee member may serve for up to 4 consecutive terms
VAPAC’s succession planning includes:
• Active encouragement for new Executive Committee members, with a culture that welcomes broader engagement;
• Annual formal review of the Executive Director’s performance and regular informal meetings between the Executive Director and Chair;
• Mentoring of members to enable them to take roles in organisational leadership.
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11. Risk Management Plan
Leadership and Advocacy
Identified Risk

Effect/Outcome

Risk Management Strategy

Risk Modification Strategy

Risk

VAPAC Image - industry
placement

Loss of industry standing.

Review branding, maintain high quality website,

Continue to review and adapt
brand success

Medium

Lack of appropriate advocacy

Poor/ineffective policy
development

Maintain data collection programs and create
advocacy strategies. Advocate for the membership

Maintain effective
communications with
government and industry.

High

Undeveloped partnerships

Poor industry relationships

Review key stakeholder needs and effectiveness of
partnerships. Seek appropriate partnerships

Review industry partnership
options and outcomes

Low

Lack of community development

Limited growth in program
diversity. Poor acceptance of venue
initiatives.

Review and record members’ achievements in
diversity of program, audience development and
community uptake.

Continue to research needs and
map achievements, and
strengthen relationships to
deliver effective Showcase event

High

Sector Development: Training and Best Practice
Identified Risk

Effect/Outcome

Risk Management Strategy

Risk Modification Strategy

Risk

Lack of venue development due
to rate capping and other funding
threats

Degradation of facilities. Venues
become uneconomic and activity
declines

Document Venue development
strategies and review OYBS as
needed.

Low

Lack of appropriate procedures

Industry confusion, degradation in
venue credibility.

Regularly review benchmark documentation. Provide
access, direction and discussion in venue
development strategies. Advocate the value of
performing art centres in communities
Develop a portfolio of policy and procedures as a
check list for managers and staff.

Review and test documentation
regularly

Low

Lack of appropriate mentoring

Isolation among members. Poor
skills development

Ensure new members have access to Discussion
Boards, and member experience, processes and KPI.

Review needs of new members
regularly

Medium

Lack of appropriate training

Poor skills development

Provide industry training opportunities and support
VAPAC Managers and staff through Sub Networks.

Review training needs

Medium

Lack of appropriate industry
standards

Poor work practices, poor
management, poor programming.

Regularly review existing documentation. Provide
access to quality programming forums and
discussion.

Research member satisfaction
through audience development
and Annual Report Statistics.

Medium
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Sector Development: Programming and Audience Development
Identified Risk

Effect/Outcome

Risk Management Strategy

Risk Modification Strategy

Risk

Lack of in-bound program
development

Limited growth in activities and
attendance

Host producer/presenter forums. Support showcase
opportunities, bring program options and reviews to
VAPAC meetings

Review member's satisfaction
with forums, and program access.

High

Lack of commercial program
development

Limited economic growth reduces
ability to sustain program variety
and diversity

Provide producer access to members through
website, publications and product forums.

Continue to map achievements
and provide access

Medium

Poor marketing

Limits venue activity and program
growth

Provide regular marketing discussions within VAPAC
Meetings. Provide Marketing forums and speakers to
motivate and inspire members

Continue to research needs and
map achievements and fill voids

Medium

Lack of quality productions for
touring

Constraints on program scheduling
for venues

Partner with key stakeholders to provide producer
forums to build the capacity of the sector

Review participants in Showcase
and touring forums to ensure
quality continues to grow

Medium

Identified Risk

Effect/Outcome

Risk Management Strategy

Risk Modification Strategy

Risk

Loss of critical skills (personnel)

Inability to effectively deliver the
outcomes planned; loss of
credibility.

Regular performance appraisal and support/training,
succession planning

High

Lack of good governance

Loss of business reputation

Maintain open and accountable governance.

Close and continuous
engagement between the
Executive Management team and
Executive Director/General
Manager.
Identify and implement training
opportunities as needed.

Poor administration

Inability to achieve planned
outcomes. Loss of sustainable
income

Maintain quality external administrative support

Review achievements and KPI's
annually and review association's
needs.

Medium

Limited organisational
development

Prevents association's and venue's
development

Research, identify and action project needs and
deliver within appropriate timeframes

Continue to research needs and
map achievements and develop
new projects

Low

Poor financial management

Loss of income Inability to meet
financial responsibilities

Develop regular audits of accounts. Maintain proper
control procedures in cash handling and financial
management and reporting.

Implement auditors’
recommendations.

Low

Governance and Management
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12. Glossary of Acronyms

BOMnet

Box Office and Marketing Network

CV

Creative Victoria

MAV

Municipal Association Victoria

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

Music Vic

Music Victoria

OIP

Organisation Investment Program (CV Funding)

OYBS

Oh You Beautiful Stage

PAC

Performing Arts Connections, Australia (formerly APACA)

PGAV

Public Galleries Association of Victoria

SCV

Showcase Victoria

SIF

Strategic Investment Funding (CV Funding Program)

RAV

Regional Arts Victoria

TMN

Technical Managers Network

TNA

Theatre Network Australia
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VAPAC acknowledges the
Traditional Owners of the lands
where we live and work and
upon which our member venues
are situated across Victoria. We
pay our respects to Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Elders
past and present.
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Always
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Aboriginal land.

be

